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We investigate the problem of local absorption for the Schriidinger operator 
H = -d + V with potential V singular on a compact set Z of measure zero but 
sufficiently regular outside. In dimension n = 3 and for I’ l LZ + Lm outside 
of Z, Pearson proved that the subspace of absolute continuity of H can be 
decomposed as the direct sum of the subspace of scattering states and of the 
subspace of states locally absorbed on Z’. We extend this result to arbitrary 
dimension and to potentials that are only locally semibounded with respect to d 
in a suitable sense away from Z (in particular they may be strongly oscillating 
away from Z and have arbitrary behavior at infinity). As a by-product, we prove 
that certain types of local singularities do not interfere with the question of 
asymptotic completeness, thereby generalizing previous results by Deift and 
Simon. 
In a recent paper [I 31, Pearson developed a general theory of scattering for the 
Schrodinger operator with possible absorption at local singularities of the 
potential. The physical background and the expected results are described in the 
introduction of [13] to which we refer for details and we give only a brief 
summary. One is interested in the asymptotic behavior of states of a quantum 
particle, represented by vectors in L2(W), under the time evolution generated 
by the Hamiltonian H, which is some self-adjoint extension of the differential 
operator --d + V, where A is the Laplacian in (w” and V a local potential. 
One would like to define two subspaces of scattering states M,* such that if the 
state vector initially lies in Mm * then the probability of finding the particle in 
any bounded region of W tends to zero when the time t tends to &co. Clearly 
Mm* should be contained in the subspace M,(H) of continuity of H, and 
technically it is convenient in addition to look for Mm* in the subspace M,,(H) 
of absolute continuity of H. 
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One way to study the scattering subspaces is to compare the asymptotic 
behaviour of the state vector under the given evolution with the behaviour 
under the free evolution generated by Ha = -d, through the study of the wave 
operators Q* . In particular if the wave operators exist and satisfy asymptotic 
completeness, then Mm * = g(Q’$ = M,,(H). Asymptotic completeness has 
been proved by a large number of authors [l, 2, and references therein quoted] 
for potentials that satisfy simultaneously conditions of two different types. 
(1) Conditions on the behavior at infinity. Roughly speaking, one assumes 
that the potential tends to zero like ) x ]--(l+E) or faster when 1 x ) tends to infinity. 
This condition essentially ensures that the scattering states behave asymptotically 
as free states. 
(2) Conditions on the local behavior of the potential. These conditions 
essentially ensure that no local absorption occurs. A large class of sufficient 
conditions has been obtained. They cover not only the cases of regular potentials 
[I], but also of strongly repulsive potentials [l 1, 161 and more surprisingly of 
strongly attractive [4, 121 and strongly oscillating [5, 7, 18, 191 potentials. 
Actually, it is hard to provide an explicit example where local absorption occurs, 
and this was done only recently [14]. 
Meanwhile it has become clear that the two questions that are dealt with 
simultaneously in the problem of asymptotic completeness, namely definition 
of the scattering subspaces and presence or absence of local absorption on the 
one hand, and asymptotic behavior of the scattering states on the other hand, 
are to a large extent independent [3, 8, 13, 17,201. In particular Deift and 
Simon [8] prove that no local absorption occurs if the potential is suitably 
semibounded. The general situation is described in [13] where Pearson develops 
a general theory of scattering that allows for local absorption. He assumes that 
the potential V is sufficiently regular outside of a compact subset Z C W with 
Lebesgue measure zero. He defines subspaces Mz* of M,,(H) that consist of 
states that approach the singularities of V asymptotically when t tends to f co. 
He also introduces a truncated Hamiltonian l? = Ha + g where P is zero in a 
neighborhood of Z and coincides with V outside of this neighborhood. The 
main results are as follows: 
(I) The subspace Mac(H) of absolute continuity of H is the direct sum 
of the subspaces of scattering states and of states absorbed on Zz 
M,,(H) = M,* @ M,*. (1) 
(2) Let E,,(A) be the projection operator on the subspace M,,(@ of 
absolute continuity of l?. Then the relative wave operators 
&(H, A) = ;-I~~ exp[itH] exp[--i&] E,,(A) (2) 
exist and are isometries from M,,(A) onto Ma*. 
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Pearson also obtains explicit expressions for the projection operators on Mz* 
and on Mm* and some results on the absence of local absorption and on 
asymptotic completeness in the case where His suitably semibounded. The latter 
partially overlap with the results of Deift and Simon. 
The assumptions on the potential made by Pearson, however, seem to be 
unnecessarily restrictive: 
(1) The dimension is assumed to be n = 3, and some of the proofs depend 
on this fact in an essential way, whereas the results should not. 
(2) The local assumptions on V away from Z are of the nature that would 
ensure essential self-adjointness if imposed everywhere (I’ E L2 + Lm) whereas 
from [8] one expects a suitable local semiboundedness to be sufficient to exclude 
absorption away from Z. 
(3) The behavior of the potential at infinity is strongly restricted, whereas 
one does not expect it to interfere with local absorption. 
The purpose of the present paper is precisely to extend Pearson’s results to 
the more general situation where 
(1) the space dimension is arbitrary, 
(2) the potential satisfies only a suitable local semiboundedness condition 
away from Z. In particular it may be strongly oscillating in the sense described 
in [7]. 
(3) all the assumptions on the potential are of a local nature, and no as- 
sumption is made on the behavior of the potential at infinity. 
As a by-product of our investigation, and as a special case of the decoupling 
of local absorption and asymptotic behavior of the scattering states, we obtain 
some results that ensure that no local absorption occurs, and therefore that some 
local singularities do not interfere with the question of asymptotic completeness, 
We can accomodate local singularities that are semibounded in a suitable sense, 
possibly strongly oscillating (see [7]). In particular we recover and generalize 
the results of Deift and Simon [8]. Furthermore, our method is based on a direct 
use of the Kato-Birman theorem, and does not make use of the Feynman-Kac 
formula. It can therefore be applied to more general cases, and in particular to 
higher-order elliptic operators. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is of a preliminary nature and 
deals with the definition of the Hamiltonian. The method used is similar to that 
of [13] and draws upon the work of Ikebe and Kato [9]. The difficulty is that our 
assumptions allow us only to consider H = H,, + V as a sum of quadratic 
forms, and this produces self-adjoint operators in a simple manner only under 
some global semiboundedness assumption, which we do not make here. We 
must therefore first use quadratic form methods to define truncated Hamiltonians 
where the potential is cut off both on Z and at infinity, and then introduce 
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boundary conditions on Z and at infinity in a suitable way. Some of the inter- 
mediate operators that occur in the construction are useful to state the results 
(by playing the role of E?T in (1)). 
Section 2 contains the main results and their proof. We first extend Pearson’s 
results to the present situation (Proposition 2.1). The main ingredients are local 
domain properties of the various Hamiltonians and the Kato-Birman theorem. 
We then derive as simple consequences the results mentioned above concerning 
asymptotic completeness (Corollary 2.1 and Proposition 2.2) and conclude with 
miscellaneous applications. 
1. DEFINITION AND DOMAIN PROPERTIES OF THE HAMILTONIAN 
In this section, we construct the total Hamiltonian and various truncated 
Hamiltonians. We first give some definitions and notations, then explain the 
method in qualitative terms and proceed to the construction. 
Let Z C [w” be a compact set with Lebesgue measure zero and let Sz = rWn\Z. 
Let 9 = %?,,“(IWn) and 9,, = %r,“(Q) be the spaces of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support, and with compact support contained in 52, 
respectively. We define two sets of cutoffs F and 3 by 
9 = (f:f E 9, 0 < f < 1, andf = 1 on some neighborhood of Z}, 
93 = {g: 1 --GE}. 
The linear span of 9 or 3 contains go, andfgE9,,foranyfE9,gE9?.Inall 
that follows, f, g, and p (possibly with subscripts) denote elements of 9, 3, 
and G9,, respectively. This notation will be used freely without further comment. 
For any v E Li,,( rWn) and h E 9Ym( [w”) we use the notation h > v to mean that 
h = 1 on a neighborhood of Supp v, the support of y. (Remember that Supp v 
is a closed set by definition.) 
The Hamiltonian will be defined formally as H = H,, + V where HO = -A 
is the free Hamiltonian and V is a potential satisfying the following conditions: 
V can be decomposed as V = V, + V, where: 
VI > 0, v, E J%(Q), v2: (cp> 4 ++ (99 v,+> 
is a real Hermitian sesquilinear form on ~3~: 
(1-l) 
(where - denotes complex conjugation), and satisfies in addition the conditions 
of locality and strict local H,-boundedness described below. 
Locality. For any v, 4, p E .9,, , 
(l-2) 
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For real p, either side of (l-2) defines a new real Hermitian sesquilinear form on 
CB,, , which we denote by pV, . We assume: 
Strict local H,,-boundedness. For any p, 0 < p < 1, there exist a(p) < 1 and 
b(p) < cc such that 
=tpV2 G a(p) f& + b(p) (l-3) 
as quadratic forms on ~3~ 
Remark l-l. The assumptions on Vz are phrased in such a way as to cover 
the case of strictly locally H,,-bounded attractive potentials, and also of strongly 
oscillating potentials as described in [7]. In fact, let W: Q ++ KP, WELT,, 
and let W satisfy the following condition: For any p, 0 < p < 1, there exist 
a’(p) < 1 and b’(p) < co such that 
4pW2 < a’(p) Ho + b’(p) 
as quadratic forms on 9s . 
Then the sesquilinear form on 9,, defined by 
(l-4) 
<% v2*> = -(V% w*> - (WV, v*> (l-5) 
satisfies the previous conditions (see [7, Lemma 2-l]). This allows for local 
singularities inside Sz of the type described in [7, Remark 2-l]. 
Remark 1-2. The assumptions restrict only the local behavior of V in Q. 
No assumption is made on the behavior at infinity or on Z. In particular, 
a(p) may tend to 1 and b(p) to infinity when the support of p approaches .E or 
becomes large, so that the potential may for instance tend to &co arbitrarily 
fast, both at infinity and near Z. 
The sesquilinear form pV2 can be extended to 9 in an obvious way by 
(93 PV2$> = (PI% PV2Pd) U-6) 
for all rp, 4 E 53 and some p1 > p. Locality and strict local H,-boundedness 
extend to 9. In fact, for g, E 9 and 0 < p1 < 1: 
f<% PV2F> = *(PI% PV2P19)) (l-7) 
< 4) II p1 VP, + p VP, II2 + b(p) II ply II2 
< a(p)(l + ~1 IIb II2 + W)(l + c-l) Sup I VP, I2 + b(p)) II v II2 
and a(p)(l + E) < 1 for E sufficiently small. 
We now explain qualitatively the method of construction of H. We first define 
self-adjoint operators H(p) = Ho + pV as sums of quadratic forms. Their 
domain turns out to contain many functions with compact support contained 
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in S2 (Lemma l-l) and this property enables us to define a minimal candidate A 
for H, with domain consisting of functions of the same type (Definition l-l). 
fi turns out to be symmetric, but fails to be self-adjoint because it lacks boundary 
conditions on ,Z and at infinity. If we want scattering states to be nicely separated 
from states locally absorbed on .Z, we must choose these boundary conditions 
to be independent. This is done as follows: for anyf(resp. g), we define in analogy 
with l? an operator A(f) (resp. A(g)) corresponding formally to Ho +fV 
(resp. Ho + XV), and with natural boundary condition at infinity (resp. on C) 
(Definition l-2). Again this operator is symmetric and fails to be self-adjoint 
because it lacks a boundary condition on ,Z (resp. at infinity). We then choose 
independently self-adjoint extensions H(f) and H(g) of A(f) and A(g) and for 
each such choice, we define Has the self-adjoint extension of i!i that in a suitable 
sense has the same boundary conditions on Z and at infinity as H(f) and H(g), 
respectively. We obtain in this way all the self-adjoint extensions of fi with 
independent boundary conditions on 2 and at infinity. The consistency of the 
procedure is best proved by introducing two equivalence relations expressing 
that extensions of various operators have the same boundary condition on Z 
or at infinity, respectively, and studying their properties in a systematic way. 
The crucial technical fact is a local domain property of ii* expressed in 
Lemma l-4, which is inspired by the work of Ikebe and Kato [9]. 
We now proceed to the construction. For any operator A in L2 E L2(FP) 
we denote by g(A), S?(A), and A* the domain of A, its range, and its adjoint if 
the latter exists. If A is self-adjoint and semibounded, A >, a, we denote its form 
domain by Q(A): 
Q(A) = B((A - CZ)~/~). (l-8) 
Q(A) is a Hilbert space with the natural norm: 
II v II; = MA - 4l”p, II2 + !I v II’. (‘-9) 
The operator 1 + A - a extends as a unitary operator from Q(A) onto its dual 
Q*(A) and A extends as a bounded operator from Q(A) to Q*(A). We again 
denote by A this extension. The domain of A in L2 can then be defined as 
B(A) = {y: v E Q(A) and AT E L2}. (l-10) 
We first define H(p) = H + pV where 0 < p < 1 as the sum in the sense of 
quadratic forms. This is done in two steps. Condition (l-3) extends by continuity 
from 9 to Q(H,,). One defines H,, + pV2 according to the KLMN theorem 
[15, Theorem X-17, p. 1671. In particular Q(H,, + pV2) = Q(H,). One then 
defines H(p) as the unique self-adjoint operator associated with the sum of the 
semibounded quadratic forms of Ho + pV2 and pV, . In particular 
QVGN = QWd n QW,). (l-11) 
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The following result means that 9(H(p)) contains many functions with compact 
support. 
Furthermore, because of the locality of V, 
H(p) uql = aH(p)~ - (da)qJ - 2(Va) vp (1-12) 
Now the RHS is in L2 because 9 E g(H(p)) and q~ EQ(H,,). Therefore uv E 
B(N(p)) because of (I-10). 
As a preliminary step to the definition of Z?, we prove: 
LEMMA 1-2. Let q~ E L2 have compact support contained in Q, and let 
QJ E WG)) for SOme P > v, 0 < P < 1. Then T E g(Wp,)) for any pI > g7, 
0 < p, < 1. Furthermore H(p& = H(p)qx 
Furthermore H(pi)p, = H(p)? as vectors in Q*(H(p)) n Q*(H(p,)). Now the 
RHS is in L2 by assumption, therefore q~ E g(H(p,)) by (l-10). 
We can now define fi. 
DEFINITION I- 1. The operator fi is defined by 
9(a) = {p): Supp y is compact and contained in fi, and 9) E g(H(p)) 
for some (any) p > v, 0 < p < I}. 
& = ff(P)g, for some (any) such p. 
LEMMA 1-3. .9(A) is dense and I? is symmetric and real. 
Proof. In order to prove that 9(A) . d is ense, it is sufficient to approximate 
any Z/ with compact support contained in Q by vectors in 9(A). Let pr > p2 > #, 
0 < p2 < pi < 1. One can approximate I/ by p E g(H(p,)) since C@H(p,)) is 
dense. Now p2~ E 9(H(pr)) by Lemma l-l, therefore p2p E 9(A) by Definition 
1-1, and 
II J# - P2P II G II # - 9J II* 
It is obvious that I? is symmetric and real. 
The critical technical fact is the following: 
LEMMA l-4. Let 9 E S@*). Then p$ E .9(A) for any p. 
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Proof. We prove first that pa,4 EQ(H,,) for any p. Let p1 > p, 0 < p1 < 1, 
and q~ E B(H[pl)). Then pq E 9(fi) by L emma l-l and Definition I-1. Further- 
more: 
PMPdV = fiPP, + VPb + WP) .vv* 
Therefore for h real sufficiently large, and # E g(E?*): 
<P?A (A + WPlNV) = ((A + fi*NPv) + <A VPbJ) 
+ X#,(VP) .b>. 
(1-13) 
(1-14) 
The first two terms in the RHS of (1-14) are continuous functions of v in L2- 
norm, while the last term is continuous in Q(H,,)-norm, and therefore in 
Q(H(pJ)-norm. Therefore, there exists 0 E Q(H(pJ) such that 
(Ph (A + f%JlN~) = (0, (A + WPJ)V)* (1-15) 
Now since H(pl) is self-adjoint and semibounded, W(X + H(pJ) = L2. Therefore 
p$ = 8 so that p$ E Q(H(p,)). Therefore p# E Q(H,,) for any p. 
We now complete the proof of the lemma. Consider again (l-14). By the 
previous arguments, (Vp)$ EQ(H,J, therefore the RHS of (1-14) is continuous 
in v in L2-norm and therefore p# E 9(H(p,)*) = g(H(p,)). Therefore p# E 9(A) 
by Definition l-l. This completes the proof. 
In order to construct suitable self-adjoint extensions of A, we need auxiliary 
truncated Hamiltonians where the potential is cutoff on Z or at infinity. We give 
their definition and their properties without proofs. The proofs are similar to 
those of Lemmas l-2,3,4. 
LEMMA 1-5. (1) Let v gL2, Supp v C 1;2, such that v E 9(H(fg)) for some 
g > v. The-n v E g(H(fg,)) for av g, > v> and 
H(fg& = H(fg)v* 
(2) Let v E L2, with compact support, and such that q~ E g(H(fg)) for some 
f > p?. Then v E g(H(f,g))for avfi > v, and 
H(f,g)P, = H(fg)v 
DEFINITION 1-2. For any f (resp. g) we define an operator A(f) (resp. Z?(g)) 
as follows: 
I 
CB(I?(f )) = {p): Supp q~ C J2 and g, E B(H(fg)) for some (any) g > v}, 
fl(f )p’ = H(fg)a for some (any) such g. 
I 
9(&g)) = (q~ Supp q~ compact and q~ E g(H(fg)) for some (any) f > v}, 
@dv = H(fg)pl for some (any) such f. 
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LEMMA l-6. l?(f) and l?(g) have dense domains and are symmetric and real. 
LEMMA 1-7. (1) Let # E g(fi(f)*). Then g# E 9(&f)) for any g. 
(2) Let 4 E B(fi(g)*). Then f# E B(I?(g))for anyf. 
Remark l-3. Since s,, is contained in the linear span of 9 or 9, Lemma l-7 
implies that $ E 9(%?(h)*) 2 p+ E S(I?(h)) for any p and for h = f or h = g. 
The next step is to choose extensions H, H(f) and H(g) of A, fi( f) and Z?(g) 
in a consistent way. The end result (Proposition l-l) will be a one-to-one 
correspondence between self-adjoint extensions of fi with independent boundary 
conditions on Z and at infinity, and pairs of self-adjoint extensions of l?(f), 
I?(g). Boundary conditions are conveniently introduced as equivalence classes of 
extensions under suitable equivalence relations. 
We consider the set Xm that consists of the following elements: 
(1) Extensions H(g) of A(g) f or all possible g, with the following property: 
v E TfkN * f9, E =W%)) for any f. (1-16) 
(2) Extensions H of fi with the following two properties: 
P E WI) => PT 6 g(A) for any p. (1-17) 
and 
v E Wf) =+- fp, E WO for any f. (l-18) 
We now define the following binary relation on Xa: H(g,) wm H(g,) iff for 
someg<gl,g<g2: 
v E wf(gl)) => gv E ww2))~ 
v E Wf(gJ) 5 m E =WfkA 
and H(g,)gp, = H(g,)gp, in both cases. 
(1-19) 
If one or two of the H(g,) is replaced by some H, then the restriction g < gi 
should be dropped. 
LEMMA l-8. (I) If (I- 19) holds for some g < g, , g < g, , then it holds for 
any such g. 
(2) -m is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. (1) Follows from (1-16) and (1-17). 
(2) Reflexivity follows from (I-16) and (l-18), symmetry from the 
definition, and transitivity from (1) and the definition. 
We now study the structure of the equivalence classes. 
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LEMMA 1-9. For each g, each equivalence class contains a unique H(g). 
Proof. We fix H(g,), choose some g, and look for H(g,) such that H(g,) -m 
H(g,). From (1-16) and (1-19) it follows immediately that there is only one 
possible candidate, defined as follows: 
1 
~W(g,)) = b: gp, E WU)) and (1 - g)g, E W%d) 
l 
for SOme (any) g < gl , g < g2>, 
H(gAp, = ~(gdl - gh + H(gJgv for some (any) such g. (l-20) 
It is straightforward to check that one can use “any g” instead of “some g” 
in this definition, and that H(gJ is well defined and independent of g. 
One then checks easily that H(g,) 3 fi(g,), that H(g,) satisfies (1-16) and that 
WgJ -m H(gJ. 
If instead of H(g,) we fix H, then the same proof yields a unique H(g,) wm H, 
namely: 
1 
WW) = 6~: gp, E g(H) and (1 - .dp, E ~(~(g2)) for SOme (any) g < gd, 
HkJp, = f&dU - g)g, + HgP, for some (any) such g. 
(1-21) 
It follows in particular from Lemma l-9 that each equivalence class is uniquely 
defined by one H(g) for an arbitrary g. 
We now study the boundary condition on Z:. In exactly the same way, we 
introduce a set & that consists of 
(1) Extensions H(f) of l?(f) for all p ossiblef, with the following property: 
v E %H(f )) 5 gg, E Wfi(f )) for anyg. (l-22) 
(2) The same extensions of l? as in tim . 
On this set, we define a second equivalence relation H(f,) -= H(f,), 
H(f) -z H, etc., which is obtained from the first one by exchanging .Z and 
infinity, i.e., 9 and 3. This relation satisfies properties similar to those expressed 
by Lemmas l-8 and l-9. In particular, each equivalence class under wz is 
uniquely defined by one H(f) for an arbitrary f. 
Combining the two equivalence relations, we see that each H 3 I? satisfying 
(1-17, 18) determines a unique pair of equivalence classes, or equivalently, 
for each pair (f, g) a unique pair (H(f), H(g)) such that H(f) -r H -m H(g). 
We now prove the converse. 
LEMMA l-10. The intersection of any pair of equivalence classes under -= and 
wrn contains a unique H 3 fi satisfring (1-17, 18). 
Proof. For anyf. , we denote g. = 1 - f. . We consider a pair of equivalence 
classes and let (H(f), H(g)) be th eir representatives over f and g, respectively. 
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From (I-19) and its analog for or , one easily obtains the only possible candidate 
for H, defined as follows: 
g(H) = b:f~~ E =WH(fJ) and m E W%)) 
for some (any) triplef, < f < fi>, (l-23) 
4~ = H(fi)fv + H(g,)gg, for some (any) such triple. 
One checks easily that this His well defined, independent of the particular triple 
( fi , f, fi), that it satisfies (1- 17, 18) and belongs to the given equivalence classes. 
The following simple property will be useful later: 
LEMMA l-l 1. Both equivalence relations are compatible with extensions. More 
precisely, let H(f) -z H -m H(g) and H’(f) -= H’ wrn H’(g). Then H C H’ 
$7 H(f) C H’(f) and H(g) = H’(g). 
Proof. This follows immediately from (l-21), its analog for mr , and (l-23). 
Since we are mainly interested in self-adjoint extensions, we study the behavior 
of the two equivalence relations under taking adjoints. We must first restrict 
the sets tim and &r to subsets that are stable under taking adjoints. For each f 
(resp. g) we restrict our attention to extensions H(f) of l?(f) such that g(f) C 
H(f) C I?(f)* (resp. extensions H(g) of I?(g) such that fi(g) C H(g) C I?(g)*). 
By Lemma 1-7, these extensions automatically satisfy (l-22) (resp. (l-16)), 
so that these conditions can be omitted. These subsets of extensions are obviously 
stable under taking adjoints. 
Similarly, we restrict our attention to extensions H of Z? such that I? C H C A*. 
By Lemma 1-4, they automatically satisfy condition (1-17). However, we must 
still keep condition (1-18) and we need to check that the set of extensions thereby 
obtained is stable under taking adjoints. 
LEMMA 1-12. Let AC H C I?* and Zet H satisfy (1-18). Then H* also 
satisfies ( 1 - 18). 
Proof. Let y E 9(H). Then fs, E 9(H) and 
fHs, = HfP, + (of )v + 2(Vf) . VP. (l-24) 
Let # E 9(H*). Then: 
<fA Hv) = (H*A fp) + <A (of )y> + 2<9, (Vf) . VP>. (l-25) 
Now +!J E 9(H*) + I/ E G@I?*) * (Vf)# E B(A) 3 (Of)4 E Q(H,,) by Lemma l-4. 
Therefore the RHS of (l-25) is continuous in v and therefore fz,b E a(H*). 
This completes the proof. 
We now prove that the subsets of extensions defined above correspond to 
each other under the appropriate equivalence relations, and that the latter are 
stable under taking adjoints. 
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LEMMA 1-13. (1) For anyf, g: l?(f)* wzE?* wm I?(g)*. 
(2) Let H(f) -r H -m H(g). Then HC I?* isf H(f) C g(f)* and 
H(g) C &d *. 
We omit the proof of (1) since it is similar to, but simpler than that of the 
next lemma. (2) follows from (1) and from Lemma 1-I 1. 
Note also that from Lemma 1-13, it follows that the sets of extensions H(f) 
such that I?(f) C H(f) C I?(f)* f or d’ff 1 erent f correspond to each other under 
the equivalence relation wz and that a similar property holds for H(g). 
LEMMA 1-14. Let H(f) -r H wm H(g) and AC HC fz*. Then H(f)* mz 
H* -cc H(g)*. 
Proof. We prove that H(f)* -Z H*. Let fi < fi < f and 9 E s(H(f)). 
Then fIp, E g(H(f)) and 
fiH(f )v = fiH(f )fiP, = f&!fl,P, (l-26) 
because H(f) wr H. Let now I+ E 9(H*). Then fi# E 9(H*) by Lemma 1-12, 
therefore 
(AfiH(f )v> = <H*f& v>. (l-27) 
The RHS is continuous in v, therefore f& E 9(H(f )*). Similarly, one proves that 
# E SB(H(f)*) 3 fi+ E 9(H*). The equality H(f)* f& = H*f,$ is obvious in 
both cases. Therefore H(f)* wz H*. 
The proof of H* wm H(g) * is similar. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We can now prove: 
LEMMA 1-15. (1) Let H(f,) -r H(f,) and H(f,) C &fi)*. Then Wf,) is 
symmetric (closed, self-adjoint, essentially self-adjoint) $7 H(f,) is such. 
(2) The same properties hold for the operators H(g). 
(3) Let H(f) wz H wm H(g) and I? C H C A*. Then H is symmetric 
(closed, self-adjoint, essentially self-adjoint) a3 both H(f) and H(g) are such. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas l-11 and 1-14 and the fact 
that all the properties in question can be expressed in terms of extensions and 
adjoints. 
The results of this section are summarized in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1-I. The self-adjoint extensions of I? that satisfy (l-l 8) 
(intuitively: have independent boundary conditions on Z and at in.nity) are in 
one-to-one correspondence via the equivalence relations wz and -CO with the pairs 
of self-adjoint extensions (H(f), H(g)) of (A(f), I?(g)). 
Remark l-4. The existence of self-adjoint extensions of A(f) and A(g) 
follows from the fact that these operators are real [15, Theorem X-3, p. 1431. 
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Remark 1-5. In this way we do not obtain all the self-adjoint extensions of I?. 
For a general self-adjoint extension of A, not necessarily satisfying (l-18), one 
can define in a natural way a minimal and a maximal extension H(f) and R(f) 
of r?(f) as follows: 
W)Y = w-lg, + W)V -f& for some (any) suchf, . (l-28) 
1 
and some I/ E L@(H)}, 
fwcp = Q*fl* + ww -f& for some suchf, and #. (l-29) 
One checks easily that u(f) and ff(f) are adjoints of each other. Similarly, 
one can define for any g a pair B(g), R(g), which also turn out to be adjoints of 
each other. 
Obviously, there is now some coupling between H(f) and Q(g). In particular 
H(f) = R(f) 9 a(g) = H(g) o H satisfies (1.18). 
2. SCATTERING STATES AND LOCALLY ABSORBED STATES 
In this section, we extend the results of [13] to the more general situation 
described in Section 1. In order to make this paper self-contained, we include 
in this section material already contained in [13]. For any self-adjoint operator A, 
we denote by M,,(A) the subspace of absolute continuity of A, by E,,(A) 
the projector on M,,(A) and by El, lsa the spectral projector of A on the interval 
[-a, +a]. We denote by L4YB th e i ea o compact operators A in L2 such that d 1 f 
Tr(A*A)“/2 < 00. (This notation follows [lo]. The same ideals are called & 
in [15].) We denote by s-lim the limit in the strong operator topology. 
We assume the potential V to satisfy the conditions stated at the beginning 
of Section 1. We denote by H any self-adjoint extension of I? with independent 
boundary conditions (technically: satisfying (1-18)) and for any f, g we denote 
by H(f), H(g) the self-adjoint extensions of A(f), Z?(g) associated with H 
according to Proposition l-l. 
LEMMA 2-l. (1) For any p: 
$-li? p exp[--itHi] E,,(H) = 0 
(2) For any f and g: 
;$*tf exd--iMg)l &W(g)) = 0 
(2-1) 
(2-2) 
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Proof [13, Theorem I]. We prove only (I), of which (2) is a special case 
with Z = 0. Since the operator in the LHS of (2.1) is norm decreasing it is 
sufficient to prove strong convergence on a dense set, for which we take g(H). 
Let pi > p, 0 < pi < 1, and let v E C@(H). Then: 
P exp[--iW K&fb (2-3) 
= [p(l + Ho)-1’21[(l + KY2 pl(i + H)-ll[exp[--iW &,(W(i + Wvl 
Now the last factor in the RHS of (2-3) tends to zero weakly by the Riemann- 
Lebesgue lemma, the second factor is bounded by Lemma l-4 and the closed 
graph theorem, and the first factor is compact, therefore converting weak 
convergence into strong convergence. This completes the proof. 
We now recall the definition of the subspaces ME* and M,* of states absorbed 
on 2 at *co and of scattering states [ 13, Eq. (13)]. 
M,* = {v: v E M&H) and for some (any) g, $i-lim g exp[--itKjp, = 0} (2-4) 
M,+ = {y: 9 E M,,,(H) and for some (any) f, ;-J$ f exp[--itH]p, = 0} (2-5) 
It follows from Lemma 2-1 that one can use any g in (2-4) and any f in (2-5) 
and that the subspaces do not depend on f or g. Equivalently, one can use sharp 
cutoffs instead of smooth ones. 
We denote by Pz* and P,’ the projectors on Mzi and M,*. We also define 
the operator 
W(t, g) = exp[iM]g exp[--itHI E,,(H). V-6) 
The following properties follow readily from the definitions and Lemma 2-l. 
LEMMA 2-2. (1) IV=* 1 Mm*. 
(2) The following strong limits exist: 
;-& W(t,g) P,* = p,*, 
;& W(t, g) P& = 0. - 
(2-7) 
P-8) 
(3) If the following strong limit exists: 
(2-9) 
then P* = P,* and M,,(H) = Mz* @ M,*. 
We omit the proof. The next step is to prove the existence of the strong 
limit (2-9). For this purpose, we first consider the relative wave operators of H 
and H(g) and prove their existence and some form of completeness by using the 
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Kato-Birman theorem [lo, Sect. X.41. As a preparation, we prove that suitable 
operators are trace class. 
LEMMA 2-3. For any f, f (1 + H,)-1/2 E .99,, for q > n. 
Proof. Lemma 6 in [8]. 
LEMMA 2-4. Let m be integer and p > 1, mp > n/2. Then 
(1) f~anyp,p(i+H)-mE~D. 
(2) for any f, f (i + H(g))” E g’p . 
Proof. We prove only (I), of which (2) is a special case with I= = 0. Let m 
be integer, m 3 1, and let pr > p, 0 < pr < 1. Then: 
P(; + H)-“” = pdi + H(d)-V + W-d) P@ + HP. (2-10) 
Now v E B(H) + py E 9(H(pl)) by Lemma I-4 and 
(i + H(d) PVJ = 4; + WV + G’P)v - ~WP~P (2-l 1) 
Therefore 
p(i + H)-” = [&’ + H(p,))-l’zl 
x {(i + H(pl))-“” pl(p(; + H)-‘“-l’ + (4)(i + HP) 
- 2(i + H(pl))-‘i2 V * (Vp)(i + H)“}. (2-12) 
It follows from the definition of H(p,) (cf. (l-l 1)) that (i + H(pl))-112(1 + H,,)1/2 
is bounded. Therefore pi(; + H(pJ)- 1/2 E 9YQ, q > n by Lemma 2-3. Further- 
more (i + H(pl))-11” V is a bounded operator. 
We now prove Lemma 2-4 by induction on m. The result holds for m = 0, 
p = co (i.e., multiplication by p is a bounded operator). Let m > 1 and assume 
that p(; + H)-(“-l) E aDmwl . Then p(i + H)” E gPmel . It follows from (2-12) 
by Holder’s inequality that p(i + H)-” E gr with r-l = q-l + p& . Using 
this new information, it follows again from (2-12) by a second application of 
Holder’s inequality that p(; + H)” E gP, with p;r = 2p1 + p;L, . Therefore 
p(i + H)-m E 9YD with p-l = 2mq-l for any q > n. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2-5. Let m be integer and p > 1, (m - l/2) p > n/2. Then 
(1) FOP any p, Vp(i + H)-m E iBv . 
(2) For any f and g, Vf (i + H(g))+ E g9 . 
(Here V is regarded as an operator and VA denotes the operator product of V 
and A.) 
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Proof. We prove only (1). Let pi > p, 0 < pr < 1. Then: 
= V(i + H(pl))-l{p(i + H)-‘“-1’ + (dp)(i +H)-” - 2v . (VP)@ + H)-“1 
:= V(i + H(pl))-‘l”{(i + H(p,))-1’2 p&+  H)-‘“-l’ + (4)(i + fw? 
- 2(i + H(pl))-1’” v . (VP)@ + H)-“}. (2-13) 
The result now follows from Lemma 2-4 by an application of Holder’s 
inequality. 
We can now prove the main result of this section (cf. [13, Theorem 21). 
PROPOSITION 2-l. (1) For any g andg, , the following strong limits exist, are 
independent of g, , isometric, and adjoint of each other: 
$5 exp[itffl gl exp[--iWg)l %,W(d) = Qik), (2-14) 
f-J*? exp[itfWl gl exp[--iW G(W = Q+(g)*. (2-15) 
(2) The following strong limits exist and are independent of g and g,: 
f;l:$ w, g,) = Q*(g) Q**(g) = p,*. (2-16) 
In particular Q+(g) is an isometry from M&H(g)) onto Mm*. 
(3) M&H) = M,$ @Mm+. The projectors P,* are given by (2-16) and 
similarly the projectors on M2* are given by 
;sL~= exp[itH] f exp[-itH] E,,(H) = Pr* (2-17) 
for some (any) f. 
Proof. (1) It follows from Lemma 2-l that the limits exist for any g, if they 
exist for one, and that they are independent of g, . We can therefore choose 
g, < g. It follows from the Kato-Birman theorem in the generalized form 
given in [6, 13a] that the limits (2-14,15) exist provided multiplication by g, maps 
9(H(g)) and .9(H) into each other, and the operators (Hg, - g,H(g)) EIH(s)l(e 
and (Wg)gl - Of) J%IS, belong to % . Now the first condition is satisfied 
because H wm H(g). Furthermore the two operators in question are equal 
to (444 - W’gJ . V) J%(~)Is~ and (444 - Wg,) . V) -%a y rev- 
tively, and therefore belong to g1 by Lemmas 2-4 and 2-5. 
By Lemma 2-1, we can omit g, in (2-14) and therefore Q+(g) is isometric in 
M,,(H(g)). Obviously, the two limits in (2-14, 15) are adjoint of each other and 
intertwine H and H(g). 
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(2) The existence of the limit and the first equality follow from (1) by 
the chain rule. The second equality follows from the existence of the limit 
and from Lemma 2-2. The last statement follows from (1) and the second 
equality in (2-16). 
(3) Follows from (2) and Lemma 2-2. 
Remark 2-1. As mentioned in the proof of (l), one can omit g, in (2-14) 
(but not in (2-15)!) so that Q*(g) are the relative wave operators between H and 
fw : 
Q*(g) = ;-Jypmexd~W expPfW1 &e(H(d) (2-18) 
In the special case where the behavior of the potential at infinity is such that 
wave operators (possibly generalized) happen to exist for H(g) and to be com- 
plete, the previous results have implications for the existence and asymptotic 
completeness of the wave operators for H (cf. [13, Theorem 31). 
COROLLARY 2-l. (1) Suppose that the wave operators exist for H(g): 
Q*(g) = ;$-lm exp[itH(g)] exp[-itHO]. (2-19) 
Then the wave operators for H also exist 
LQ = A-lim exp[itH] exp[-itH,,]. 
Furthermore, B(l2+) C Mm+. 
(2-20) 
(2) If in addition Q*(g) are asynptoticaZZy complete (i.e., 9(!&(g)) = 
~,,(H(g))), then I = Mm*. 
Proof. This follows from the chain rule. 
In the special case where H is semibounded in a suitable sense, it has been 
proved [8, 13, 161 that no local absorption occurs. We can extend this result 
to the present situation. We assume only local semiboundedness, but make no 
assumption on the behavior of V at infinity. For any f, we define the quadratic 
formf V, on ZB,, in analogy with pV, . We now assume that strict HO-boundedness 
holds not only for pV, but also for f Vz , namely: For any f, there exists a(f) < 1 
and b(f) < co such that 
*fv2 G a(f) HO + b(f) (2-21) 
as quadratic forms on 9s . 
In this case, Z?(f) has self-adjoint extensions that are semibounded and 
satisfy Q(H(f)) CQ(H,,). For instance, one can define Ho + f V, in the sense of 
quadratic forms with form domain equal to the closure of 9s in Q(H,,) (that is, 
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with Dirichlet boundary conditions on Z), and complete the construction of 
H(f) by taking the sum (H,, + fV,) + fV, again in the sense of quadratic forms. 
We can now prove: 
PROPOSITION 2-2. Let V satisfy the assumptions of Section 1 and in addition 
the stronger condition (2-21), and let H(f) satisfy 9(H( f )) C Q(H,) for some (any) f. 
Then Mz* = (0). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2-l. It is sufficient to prove 
that 
f-l;: f exp[itH] E,,(H)p, = 0 (2-22) 
for q in a dense set, for which we take 9(H). Let fi > f. Then 
f ev--iW ~acW)v (2-23) 
= [fi(l + Ha)-r/“][(l + HJ112 f (i + H)-l][exp[itHl E,,(H)(i + H)v]. 
The third factor in the RHS tends to zero weakly by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma; the second factor is defined everywhere and bounded, by an application 
of the closed graph theorem, because 4 E 9(H) > fz,b E S(H) * f# E g(H(f,)) => 
f$ EQ(H,,). (Here we have used (l-18), the relation H wr H(f,) and the 
assumption g(H(f,)) CQ(H,).) The first factor is compact and converts weak 
convergence into strong convergence. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2-2. It may happen that the quadratic form fV2 has a natural 
extension to 9 (for instance if V, G&,) and still satisfies conditions (2-21) on 9. 
In this case, one can define H, + fV2 as the sum of quadratic forms with 
Q(H, + f V,) = Q(H,,), i.e., one need not impose Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on Z. Of course, one can also choose H(f) with D irichlet boundary conditions 
on Z or on some closed subset of Z. This will be used below. 
We mention finally some applications of the previous results that extend 
results of [S, 131 to the present situation. 
Let first V and V’ satisfy all the conditions of Section 1, away from singular 
sets Z and .Z’ and suppose that V = V’ outside of a compact region B containing 
2 and Z’. Let H and H’ each have independent boundary conditions at .Z, Z’ 
and at infinity, and let them have the same boundary condition at infinity 
(i.e., H(g) = H’(g) for some g with Supp g C FPJB). Then the following strong 
limits exist and define isometries from M,*(H’) onto M,*(H) in obvious 
notation. 
;$pm exp[itH] g, exp[ -itH’] P,*(H’). 
The same result holds with H and H’ interchanged. 
(2-24) 
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Suppose now that Z is the disjoint union of r closed sets Zk (1 < K < r). 
Then the construction of Section 1 can be extended as follows. One defines Y + 1 
sets of cutoffs Sk (1 < k < r) and 3, where &G consists of functions in 9 with 
fk = 1 on a neighborhood of & and fk = 0 in a neighborhood of .Z$ for j # k, 
and 3 consists of functions g with 1 - g E 9 and g = 0 in a neighborhood of Z. 
Proposition l-l generalizes to the result that each self-adjoint extension of A 
with independent boundary conditions on all the t;C and at infinity corresponds 
in a one-to-one way to a family of self-adjoint extensions of Z?(f,) and A(g) 
via suitable equivalence relations. One then defines subspaces llZkf and M,* of 
M,,(H) by the conditions that 
and 
;<-I- (1 - fk) exp[ -itHIp, = 0 (2-25) 
;;l-l? (1 - g) exp[--itH]g, = 0, (2-26) 
respectively. One can then prove that 
and construct isometries from the subspaces of absolute continuity of suitable 
Hamiltonians with potential truncated on some of the Zk onto the subsum of 
(2-27) obtained by omitting the corresponding Mk. 
One can combine this last remark with Proposition 2-2: If V satisfies the 
stronger condition (2-21) in a neighborhood of some of the Z;, and if the corre- 
sponding H(fk) are chosen to satisfy 9(H(fk)) C Q(H,,), then the corresponding 
summands drop out of (2-27). In particular let V satisfy the assumptions of 
Section 1 with singular set .Z and let 2’ be the boundary of a bounded open 
neighborhood B of Z. Let H have independent boundary conditions on 2 and at 
infinity, and let l? have the same boundary conditions as H and in addition 
have Dirichlet boundary condition on Z’. Then the direct sum decomposition 
L2( W) = L2(B) @ L2( W\B) reduces a as the sum I? = fii + g6 of operators 
inL2(B) andL2(W\B), respectively. In particular M&A) = Ma,(&) @ M,,(fiJ 
Furthermore, because of the Dirichlet boundary condition on Z’, 
It follows from the previous remarks that the relative wave operators 
di-li: exp[itH] exp[-i&l E,,(A) (2-28) 
exist and define isometries from M,,(Z?J onto M,*(H) and from Mac(BTe) onto 
M,*(H). This property has been used in [4, 141 to study local absorption. 
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